Seaview Introduces New Modular Electronics Mounting Solutions

New Mounts Feature Enhanced Design for Secure, Flexible and More Attractive Installations

Lynnwood, Wash. - Seaview, a leader in the design and manufacture of mounting solutions for marine electronics, announced today its new flexible mount range, Seaview Modular Mounts by PYI. Expanding its current line of mounts, Seaview’s innovative new modular marine electronics mounts feature a unique universal plate design that provides a cleaner look and greater installation flexibility. The Modular Mount solutions support closed radomes and open array radars as well as most satellite domes. Purpose built for the harsh marine environment, the ultra durable Seaview Modular Mounts secure electronics for optimized satellite reception and radar performance while underway.

“The new Seaview Modular Mounting solutions are designed for the most discerning boaters,” said Jason Romesburg, Seaview product manager. “They feature a smart construction that eliminates the unsightly Swiss-cheese-holes common to competitive modular mount installations. Our
new Modular Mounts provide boaters with a practical and secure installation solution that ensures maximum performance from mounted antenna systems while maintaining a sophisticated look onboard vessels.”

The new Seaview mounts’ smart design consists of an anodized aluminum plate coated with UV stable white ABS plastic. Engineered to fit most electronics, the inner aluminum layer is pre-drilled with several hole patterns. To allow for a seamless look, while preserving its functionality, the plastic modular coating fills the holes creating a dimple template for boaters or installers to easily drill only the holes required for customized mounting of satellite dome or radar installations. The Modular Mounts’ unique design allows for holes to be added if necessary to accommodate a change of mounted electronics solutions at a later date. The new mounts have an additional spreader kit option and are compatible with a new Seaview light bar that has more room for cables and can fold over 90 degrees. Seaview Modular Mounts are protected by a 3-year warranty.

For more information on the Modular Mounts and Seaview’s full mounting solution range, please visit www.seaviewglobal.com. To learn more about PYI and its marine brands, visit www.pyiinc.com.